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Deidre Sirianni 



Deidre Sirianni is a TedX Speaker, Accelerated
Evolution Guide, and Activator Of Truth and
Human Awakening.
 
Deidre is the founder of Radically Aligned Life,
and is Accelerated Evolution Guide who
believes the foundation of everything comes
down to living in alignment with your purpose
and truth.
 
Her work dissolves mental, emotional and
physical barriers that are pulling you out of
alignment with your higher purpose and from
living it fully.  She supports people to reach
their next level of fulfillment, joy and success
through blending the metaphysical laws and
tools with the practical for
accelerated results. 
 
Her mission is to wake as many people up in
her life to the truth of who they are and who
they are meant to be.

Short Bio



Deidre Sirianni is a TedX Speaker, Activator for Truth,
Human Awakening and Impact Entrepreneurship.
 
Deidre is the founder of Radically Aligned Life, and is
Accelerated Evolution Guide who believes the foundation
of everything comes down to living in alignment with
your purpose and truth.
 
Her work dissolves mental, emotional and physical
barriers that are pulling you out of alignment with your
higher purpose and from living it fully.  She supports
people to reach their next level of fulfillment, joy and
success through blending the metaphysical laws and
tools with the practical for accelerated results. 
 
Her mission is to wake as many people up in her life to
the truth of who they are and who they are meant to be. 
 
Over the past decade of working closely with people one
on one and in large groups she began to notice the
connection between the soul and the body. Her curiosity
and own personal health challenges led her down the
path of studying with Shamans and learning how the soul
communicates through symptoms of disease and how
the body can heal itself at an accelerated rate when the
message is integrated. 
 

Long Bio



Deidre Sirianni is a TedX Speaker, Activator of
Truth, Human Awakening and Impact
Entrepreneurship.
 
Deidre is the founder of Radically Aligned Life, and
is Accelerated Evolution Guide who believes the
foundation of everything comes down to living in
alignment with your purpose and truth.
 
Her work dissolves mental, emotional and physical
barriers that are pulling you out of alignment with
your higher purpose and from living it fully.  She
supports people to reach their next level of
fulfillment, joy and success through blending the
metaphysical laws and tools with the practical for
accelerated results. 
 
Her mission is to wake as many people up in her
life to the truth of who they are and who they are
meant to be. 
 

Stage Introduction



Testimonials from Event Organizers:

Shine Kelly
CEO of Unite

“Everyone should be booking
Deidre to speak! Her work is the
most important work in the world
right now. I can see her on the
biggest stages around the world
touring with Oprah.”

"Deidre Sirianni is an incredible
transformational speaker who drops you into
your highest self. When she comes and does a
talk and shares with an audience it’s not only
from a place of so much experience and
wisdom but she brings heart and care to every
word and you really feel it. The feedback we
got from the audience when she came and
spoke at Envision was incredible, people
experiencing massive transformations,
uplevelings and awakenings. May she be in a
town near you where she can light you with
her magic!"

Virginia Salas Kastilio
Founder of "I Trust You Movement"



Mia Cara Cosco
Conscious Hacking Organizer

"Deidre enchanted me with a beauty that is felt and I
knew that I had to have her speak at my debut launch
of Consciousness Hacking Vancouver. In a biohacking
studio of technologists, researchers, seekers, and
spiritualists, Deidre transformed the room from a
group of unique individuals into a collective uplifting
consciousness starting with their own connection. I
trust Deidre to take the lessons that she has learned
from her life to transform any room and create magic
where there is stagnancy."

Karen McGregor
Speaker Success Formula

"I invited Deidre Sirianni to speak at Influence 2020, an
event for impact-driven entrepreneurs. Deidre is a master
at moving an audience through the process of awakening
to their true self and eliminating what has been holding
them back. Audience members are still raving about her a
month later!
As a speaker and speaker trainer, I am thrilled that Deidre
is a professional with heart and can make an audience
think deeply and also laugh and connect with each other.
She is completely engaging and has been a joy to work
with. I highly recommend Deidre to speak at one of your
events!"
 

 I can truly say that it was an honour to
have Deidre on stage. She brought a
powerful message with excellent delivery
- exactly what we look for in our
speakers!”

Quillan O'Neill
TedX Organizer



Instagram:

@radicallyalignedlife            

@deidresirianni

 

      Facebook

facebook.com/radicallyaligned

 

LinkedIn: 

linkedin.com/in/deidre-sirianni-a2a27528

Links of Interviews/Talks:

Social Media Links:

TedX - https://youtu.be/TyCmRLGGtDM

https://www.instagram.com/radicallyalignedlife/
https://www.instagram.com/deidresirianni/
https://www.facebook.com/radicallyaligned
https://www.linkedin.com/in/deidre-sirianni-a2a27528/
https://youtu.be/TyCmRLGGtDM

